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1.

Reason for Report

1.1

The Committee is able to consider this item following a direction from Full
Council upon determination of a preceding application for National
Development whereby the Matters Specified in Conditions application has a
significant impact on more than one Area. It will therefore will be determined by
the Infrastructure Services Committee, following consultation with the relevant
Area Committees – namely Banff and Buchan, Buchan and Formartine.

1.2

The Head of Finance and Monitoring Officer within Business Services have
been consulted in the preparation of this report and had no comments to make
and are satisfied that the report complies with the Scheme of Governance and
relevant legislation.

2.

Background and Proposal

2.1

The application involves the assessment of Matters Specified in Conditions
attached to the granting of a Planning Permission in Principle (PPP) for the
development of Onshore Transmission Infrastructure (OnTI) related to an
offshore wind farm. The OnTI would consist of a cable landfall point to the west
of Banff at Boyndie Bay, with approximately 33km of underground cabling to be
installed to connect to proposed new substations at Cairnbarrow, New Deer.
The overarching development was categorised as a National Development, as
defined in The Town and Country Planning (Hierarchy of Developments)
(Scotland) Regulations 2009, and as identified in the National Planning
Framework 3 (NPF3). NPF3 advises that the erection of any new substations
directly linked to cabling of 132 kilovolts or higher forms part of the high voltage
electricity transmission network upgrade and is therefore classed as a National
Development.

2.2

PPP was granted for the installation of OnTI in connection with the Moray
Offshore Windfarm (East) development (Moray East) in 2014 under
APP/2014/2430. Members may recall that an application under Section 42 of
the Planning Act was subsequently submitted and approved in 2015
(APP/2015/0478) to effectively split the conditions attached to the extant PPP
into a “Cable Route Phase” and a “Substation Site Phase”. The Matters
Specified in Conditions (MSC) application which this report covers relates to
the Cable Route Phase of the development and seeks to address the conditions
relating to the installation and laying of the cable route. The substations phase
is to be addressed separated under APP/2018/0624.

2.3

Subsequent to the granting of the Section 42 application in 2015, the developer
secured funding for the development through the UK Government’s “Contracts
for Difference” (CfD) scheme in September 2017. The award related to the
production of 950 Megawatts (MW) of electricity generation, which nominally
equates to powering roughly 987,220 homes. The successful funding bid by the
developer also included an agreed price point of £57.50 per Mega Watt Hour
(MWh) of electricity produced by the Wind Farm. This equates to £0.0575
(5.75pence) per Kilowatt Hour (KWh) – as a very broad comparison in real
terms, at the time of writing a general/average electricity consumption price
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point (what a member of the public would generally pay for a KWh or a “unit” of
electricity) sits at around £0.15/15pence per KWh.
2.4

This award enabled the developer to further commit and move towards
progressing with the development which involves resolving the matters
specified in the conditions of the PPP as well as addressing other, separate
issues within a short timeframe. To this end, both Cable Route and Substation
MSC applications require to be determined at the meeting of the Infrastructure
Services Committee on 21 June 2018.

2.5

With regard to the Cable Route MSC, the extant PPP contained conditions
covering the following matters (abbreviated below, full details contained in
Appendices 1a and 1b to this report), which require to be addressed through
this application:
 Full details of cable route with details on how sensitive receptors have
been avoided or mitigated;
 Full details of existing and proposed landscape features;
 Pre-construction mammal survey;
 Full details of temporary access tracks;
 A Construction and Temporary Works schedule;
 Site specific Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP);
 Programme of Archaeological works;
 Phasing Plan;
 Details of Construction Access Routes;
 Full Mitigation Statement summarising all mitigation measures;
 Route Access Report.

2.6

The extant PPP was submitted and assessed under the Environmental Impact
Assessment (Scotland) Regulations 2011 (EIA). Through this process all likely
or anticipated environmental impacts were identified and analysed, before
mitigation was set out and sought through conditions. This mitigation will ensure
that where environmental impacts of the development have been identified that
they can be avoided, or that they can be mitigated to the extent that any impacts
can be reduced and diluted to such an extent that they no longer cause any
concerns. The mitigation identified and agreed through the extant PPP was
secured via the conditions attached to that permission - so in effect the MSC
application at hand seeks to confirm and fully agree the details of the mitigation.
No further EIA information has been submitted for assessment and as such the
proposal falls under the EIA Regulations and procedures concerning “Multi
Stage Consents” whereby the environmental assessment as such has been
previously completed and any subsequent stages are not subject to specific
EIA timescales or processes.

2.7

The MSC application at hand also looks to establish and agree the full details
of the development, factors including the exact landfall point and cable route as
well as subsequent details such as the construction methods for crossing
roadways and watercourses throughout the route. The extant PPP effectively
granted permission for the entire development, anywhere within what was a
relatively large development corridor. The current proposal seeks to agree a
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higher level of detail, which is related to the above with regard to delivering the
extant permission with minimal impact on the environment through avoiding or
mitigating against effects upon sensitive receptors.
2.8

The PPP established the principle of development within the approved corridor,
the MSC application seeks only to agree the detail and confirm the mitigation
proposed through the conditions and will not revisit the overarching principle of
development.

2.9

As above, the relevant conditions will be addressed specifically in section 6 of
the report below. In terms of the headline details however, the submission
confirms that the landfall point is proposed at the western extreme of the
approved development corridor, to the west of Banff and Inverboyndie
(including the caravan park). The cables will come ashore beneath the beach
and rocky outcrop, travel under the public seafront footpath and emerge within
a landfall point within current grazing land between the beach and agricultural
fields set up a steep hill/cliff and at a higher level. A technique known as
“Horizontal Directional Drilling” (HDD) will be used to install the cable at the
landfall point – this drills or burrows beneath the surface so to avoid any
disturbance of the ground.

2.10

From the landfall point, the cable would follow the approved development
corridor, using the full extent of the corridor in places in order to accommodate
and avoid constraints. The cable would be installed sequentially in sections
travelling southwards from the landfall point. Sections would be installed
between 29 Joint Bays until the cable reaches the substation site. Each cable
section will involve the cables being pulled through pre-installed ducting and
connected to the cable at the next Joint Bay, Appendices 2a-e of the report
show the entire cable route, including joint bays and cable sections.

2.11

There are a total of 30 road crossings as part of the cable route, 6 would be
crossed using HDD with the remainder crossed using trenching with associated
traffic management. There would be 9 HDD crossings in total, including those
for the River Deveron and A947. There would be a total of 12 watercourse
crossings also, including 6 HDD (there are overlaps between road and water
crossings for some of the HDD sites).

2.12

Aside from these crossings the cable route travels through predominantly
agricultural areas. The envisaged construction time for the cable route itself is
between 2 and 2½ years, with reinstatement of land occurring as the process
moves on as well as complete restoration once complete. Restoration would
comprise of restoring all elements to at least their former state, with many
improvements listed at certain locations.

2.13

With regard to the cable route itself, this would comprise of 3 cable circuits, so
effectively there would be 3 trenches made, each with separate cabling installed
within. Upon completion and after reinstatement, aside from the Joint Bays
which would need to be kept for maintenance purposes there would be no
discernible evidence of the cable itself, which would be buried approximately
1m below ground. For the purposes of this report and simplicity, throughout the
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report the combination of the 3 individual cable circuits and trenches will be
referred to as a single entity – “the cable” or “the cable route”.
2.14

The cable route would ultimately connect into the proposed substation site,
which is being considered under a separate MSC application (APP/2018/0624)
and will also be reported to ISC following consultation with Formartine and
Buchan Area Committees.

3.

Representations

3.1

A total of 1 valid representation (comment) has been received as defined in the
Scheme of Delegation. All issues raised have been considered. The letter
received raises the following material issues:
 Use of private accesses for construction

4.

Consultations

4.1

Infrastructure Services (Archaeology) confirmed that the details submitted
under the Programme of Archaeological Works were considered to be
acceptable in terms of addressing the matters specified in condition 1(w) of the
extant PPP.

4.2

Infrastructure Services (Contaminated Land) confirmed that the details
submitted seeking to address Contaminated Land issues in connection with
conditions 1(q), (t), (u), (v) and (z) were considered to be acceptable with regard
to addressing the matters specified therein.

4.3

Infrastructure Services (Environment – Natural Heritage) confirmed that the
details submitted covering matters including Protected Species, Invasive
Species, Habitats as well as trees and woodland were all acceptable. One
potential minor issue was highlighted with the interaction with one public access
path, but this was not considered to be significant. The complete avoidance of
the Banff to Whitehills Coastal Path through the use of HDD was welcomed.

4.4

Infrastructure Services (Environmental Health) confirmed that the details
submitted in terms of mitigation and effectively managing disruption such as
working arrangements, air emissions and noise were considered to be
acceptable.

4.5

Infrastructure Services (Flood Risk and Coast Protection) confirmed that
the details submitted with regard to Conditions 1q, 1u, 1v & 1z including matters
relating to flood risk, drainage and the crossing of watercourses were
acceptable.

4.6

Infrastructure Services (Roads Development) had no formal comments or
issues to raise on the application.

4.7

Infrastructure Services (Roads Maintenance) confirmed that the upgrades
and alterations to the road network did not raise any concerns.
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4.8

Infrastructure Services (Roads Structures) confirmed that the details
submitted to address conditions of the extant PPP were considered to be
acceptable and covered their interests including accessing the site and
abnormal loads.

4.9

Infrastructure Services (Transportation) had no formal comments or issues
to raise on the application.

4.10

Alvah and Forglen Community Council confirmed satisfaction with a number
of elements, including steps taken to mitigate against tree loss, reduce
nuisance and welcomed the burying of the cable for the entirety of the route.
Some indirect issues for the local community were also highlighted.

4.11

Banff & Macduff Community Council raised no issues with the proposal,
citing only indirect issues for the local community.

4.12

Historic Environment Scotland (HES) confirmed that the details submitted
under the Programme of Archaeological Works were considered to be
acceptable in terms of addressing the matters specified in condition 1(w) of the
extant PPP.

4.13

Marine Scotland confirmed that they had no comments to make on the
application.

4.14

RSPB had not offered a response at the time of writing. However, the
responses from other consultees with ecological interests and confirmation of
sufficient mitigation to address ecological interests means that this is not
considered to be an issue.

4.15

Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) confirmed that the details submitted to
address conditions 1(q), (s), (v) and (z) of the extant PPP were considered to
be acceptable and covered their interests including mitigation for protected
species and habitats as well as impacts on the Whitehills to Melrose Coast
SSSI.

4.16

SEPA responded initially advising that they were broadly satisfied with the
submission. Some information deficiencies with conditions 1(q), 1(u) and 1(v)
were, however, highlighted. The developer confirmed the undertaking of steps
to provide clarity on these issues. After the submission of additional information,
SEPA confirmed satisfaction with conditions (q) and (u) with the exception of
verifying specific details on peatland and wetlands. Additional verification is also
required on details contained within the CEMP. Other than these 3 factors,
SEPA are satisfied with the mitigation proposed This is all discussed further
below.

4.17

Transport Scotland confirmed that there were no issues or concerns with the
application.

5.

Relevant Planning Policies
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5.1

Scottish Planning Policy
Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) was published in June 2014, superseding the
previous SPP published in 2010. It outlines that while the Town and County
Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 requires that decisions should be made in
accordance with the Development Plan, unless material considerations indicate
otherwise, it confirms that the content of the SPP is a material consideration
that carries significant weight. One of the four planning aims relates to reducing
carbon emissions and adapting to climate change by achieving 30% of overall
energy demand from renewable sources by 2020, rising to 100% by 2050.

5.2

The National Planning Framework for Scotland 3 (NPF3)
The third National Planning Framework (NPF3) was published by Scottish
Ministers on 23 June 2014. This sets a spatial framework for the achievement
of the Scottish Government’s Economic Strategy and is a material
consideration in the context of the determination of this application. The vision
of NPF3 focuses on a growing low carbon economy and seizing the
opportunities arising from the ambition to be a world leader in low carbon energy
generation (both onshore and offshore), with natural and cultural assets
respected and spatial inequalities in well-being reduced. Annex A (4) of NPF3
confirms that any electricity transmission cabling and related substations for the
upgrade of the high voltage transmission network in excess of, 132 kilovolts is
a National Development. This establishes the need for such development to
support the target of providing an enhanced and secure electricity supply while
achieving the Government’s climate change targets.

5.3

Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan 2014
The purpose of this Plan is to set a clear direction for the future development of
the North East. It promotes a spatial strategy. All parts of the Strategic
Development Plan area will fall within either a strategic growth area or a local
growth and diversification area. Some areas are also identified as regeneration
priority areas. There are also general objectives identified. In summary, these
cover promoting economic growth; promoting sustainable economic
development which will reduce carbon dioxide production, adapt to the effects
of climate change and limit the amount of non-renewable resources used;
encouraging population growth; maintaining and improving the region’s built,
natural and cultural assets; promoting sustainable communities; and improving
accessibility in developments.

5.4

Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017
Policy R3:
Policy P1:
Policy P4:
Policy E1:
Policy E2:

Minerals and Hill Tracks
Layout, Siting and Design
Hazardous and Potentially
Contaminated Land
Natural Heritage
Landscape

Polluting

Developments

and
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Policy HE1:
Policy C2:
Policy C4:
Policy RD1:

Protecting Historic Buildings, Sites and Monuments
Renewable Energy
Flooding
Providing Suitable Services

6.

Discussion

6.1

The main planning considerations with this application relate to fully addressing
the Matters Specified in the Conditions attached to extant PPP APP/2015/0478
and assessing these to ensure that the details and mitigation outlined can be
accepted and can allow the development, for which the principle is already
established, to proceed.

6.2

Condition 1(q) – Full details of cable route with details on how sensitive
receptors have been avoided or impacts mitigated

6.2.1 A “Cable Route Report” has been submitted in order to address this condition.
This report establishes the agreed route of the cable within the approved
corridor and then outlines and addresses all constraints as well as setting out
appropriate mitigation for all receptors along the route. Particular focus has
been placed on the following 9 criteria explicitly listed within the condition:
 Wetlands, especially groundwater dependant terrestrial ecosystems
(GWDTEs), which are types of wetlands protected by the Water
Framework Directive;
 Peatland;
 Private water supplies;
 Field drains;
 Groundwater;
 Engineering works in the water environment, for example watercourse
crossings (including the River Deveron);
 Flood risk;
 Listed Buildings (see Informative for buildings omitted from the ES);
 Assessment of potentially contaminated sites identified in Technical
Appendix 3.2A Hydrology, Geology and Hydrology of the Environment
Statement Volume 5 dated 5 August 2013.
6.2.2 As per paragraph 2.9 above, the proposed cable route works its way through
the approved corridor, it has been split into 30 distinct sections with 29 Joint
Bay locations along the route. The aforementioned report addresses each
section and the associated constraints within as well as describing how these
have been avoided or mitigated throughout. Constraints focus on the 45m
working corridor – but will also be checked and analysed should micrositing
(50m either side of the proposed cable route, within the approved red line
boundary) be required. Details on trenching techniques and HDD to be utilised
throughout the route are also outlined in order to demonstrate how impacts
through construction and installation would be minimised and avoided.
6.2.3 Examples of where impacts upon receptors have been avoided or mitigated
include the coastal Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and Coastal Public
Footpath at the landfall point where both receptors will be avoided through the
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use of HDD drilling, thereby ensuring the cable and construction works would
pass underneath the extent of both the SSSI and footpath, meaning that no
adverse impacts occur on either receptor. Similar HDD techniques are to be
employed in crossing the River Deveron to ensure that cable can travel beneath
the receptor and avoid any impacts. Impacts on selected protected species
have been avoided through the routing of the cable itself and diverting this away
from sensitive sites also.
6.2.4 The submission details the interaction and associated mitigation of the scheme
with various elements of the water environment. With regard to Wetlands and
Ground Water Dependent Terrestrial Ecosystems (GWDTE) the submission
outlines that excavations will be carefully monitored managed where near to
such features. Water will be gravity drained to designated areas and then
pumped to avoid discharge to watercourses. Care will be taken with track
formation with regard to installed drainage and membrane covers to avoid any
negative impacts also. In addition, around GWDTE areas the restoration of sites
and vegetation will be closely monitored, along with other works by an
appointed Environmental Clerk of Works (ECoW). SEPA had requested that a
National Vegetation Classification (NVC) report be forwarded to them, this is
being provided by the developer but has not yet been verified by SEPA at the
time of writing. Aside from this, the mitigation proposed is considered to be
sufficient and acceptable subject to SEPA receiving the NVC habitat
information. SEPA have confirmed that aside from this, the mitigation is
considered to be acceptable.
6.2.5 There is one unavoidable area of peatland between Joint Bays 28 and 29
around Sprottyneuk, Mains of Sprottynook and Swanford just to the north west
of the substation site. Here, there would be minimal stripping and removal of
peat, limited vehicle movements to avoid compacting material and where peat
is removed and stored it would be kept moist and separate from watercourses
to avoid contamination and aid reinstatement. SEPA have requested that a
Peat Management Plan (PMP) which is referenced within the submission is
provided, at the time of writing this had not yet been verified by SEPA, although
they do note that the mitigation outlined is satisfactory. The mitigation proposed
is considered to be sufficient and acceptable subject to SEPA accepting the
PMP provided.
6.2.6 Being a rural area and given that the cable route will require ground
excavations, there is the potential for interaction with Private Water Supplies.
Through a variety of survey methods, a list of these have been collected and
tabulated with mitigation outlined for all. Sources have been identified and
pollution prevention measures put in place. In general, avoidance is preferred
and where this is not possible steps including extra care with vehicles and fuel,
regular inspections as well as contingency arrangements and response
procedures outlined. As per 4.16 above, SEPA had requested further
information on details of a pre-construction quantitative investigation and risk
assessment to identify PWS sources, after further dialogue with the developer
SEPA subsequently confirmed that this issue was now addressed. As such, the
mitigation set out and steps taken to avoid or alleviate any issues is considered
to be acceptable in the circumstances.
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6.2.7 Similar to Private Water Supplies discussed above, Field Drains are prevalent
along the cable route given the agricultural nature of the area. To assess and
mitigate any impacts on these features, ground and soil investigations have
been conducted along the entirety of the cable route – with boreholes
investigated every 100m along the route in order to build up a picture of the
ground and drainage conditions throughout the route. A surveyor/drainage
engineer is also to walk the entire route and record all drainage features present
to further record as much data as possible. It is envisaged that some invasive
work may be necessary along the route, but during construction steps will be
taken to ensure existing drains still work – through diverting or channelling into
a new drain. Post construction, impacted drains will be replaced. The steps
taken to mitigate against any adverse impacts on field drains are considered to
be adequate.
6.2.8 The Environmental Statement submitted and approved alongside the original
PPP identified a number of groundwater bodies within the wider development
corridor. Specific mitigation to avoid any adverse impacts on these features has
been identified, these include no storing of fuel within close proximity to
identified sites, avoiding de-watering and discharge where possible and silt
mitigation where needed – all to essentially avoid pollution. These good practice
arrangements set out are considered to be sufficient.
6.2.9 The cable route crosses 12 watercourses along its route. These have been
identified and the relevant legislative requirements (including CAR Licence)
outlined. Alongside this, pollution prevention measures and risks have been
identified as well as other mitigation including full reinstatement of material after
excavation and storage of excavated material separately. As well as these
measures, no vehicles or plant are to enter watercourses where possible – if
necessary these are to be cleaned and checked prior to entry in order to
mitigate against contamination. Again, the mitigation centres around good
practice construction arrangements but like the topics above, thorough
investigation has been carried out and the mitigation is considered to be
suitable.
6.2.10 Along the cable route, 2 separate flood risk areas have been identified – the
landfall point and the HDD area at the River Deveron. The flood risk at the
landfall point relates to a nearby spring, which is assumed to be groundwater
fed. The risk at the River Deveron stems from the location of the HDD
compound within the flood plain. Both risks are likely to be strongly influenced
by rainfall which could lead to an increase in groundwater and thus excess
water at the spring as well as a surge in river volume and bursting of banks. To
address this, steps are to be taken with weather monitoring, works in low rainfall
periods, flood defences, removal of plant if flood warnings are issued and the
adherence to a flood response plan. The mitigation proposed is considered to
be adequate and suitable in the circumstances with regard to addressing this
element of the condition.
6.2.11 The Council’s Flood and Coastal Protection team have reviewed all matters
relating to flood risk, drainage and crossing of watercourses and have
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confirmed that the aforementioned mitigation is considered to be acceptable in
terms of addressing this condition.
6.2.12 The cable route does not directly impact any Listed Buildings along the route.
Where buildings have been identified along the route, they are all to be
completely avoided by the actual cable route. The restoration of the route and
associated mitigation will also ensure that no indirect impacts occur. This is
considered to be acceptable and addresses this element of the condition.
6.2.13 The disturbance and excavation of ground will have the potential to conflict with
contaminated land. The assessment and mitigation of potential impacts
outlined with regard to this condition have been confirmed as acceptable by
Infrastructure Services (Contaminated Land).
6.3

Condition 1(r) – Full details of existing and proposed landscape features

6.3.1 Details have been submitted in the form of a Landscape Plan outlining the
existing landscaping along the proposed cable route as well as details of
replacement planting where required. Details are also provided of mitigation in
terms of steps taken to avoid impacting on existing landscaping such as trees,
hedgerows or drystone walling as well as methods of reducing impacts and
replacing or reinstating any elements which require to be removed.
6.3.2 Key elements covered within the Landscaping Plan include the confirmation
that works carried out in terms of tree protection, works by arboriculturalists,
woodland creation, topsoil handling stripping and storage, quality of trees and
shrubs, maintenance and gardens and landscapes as well as horticulture
issues will all be carried out in line with the relevant British Standards and other
legislation such as the Environmental protection Act 1990. An Environmental
Clerk of Works (ECoW) will also be employed to oversee all elements of work
and liaise directly with the Council on these matters.
6.3.3 Where the cable route runs by trees, woodland, hedging or drystone walling,
steps have been taken to route the cable to minimise impacts and avoid these
features. Fencing and protective measures would be employed to maintain
buffer zones around features to further limit any adverse impacts. Given the
length of the cable, however, it is not possible to avoid all impacts. As with a
number of other larger, more sensitive receptors HDD techniques are to be
employed to completely avoid some of the more prominent landscape features.
6.3.4 In other cases where more orthodox trenching techniques would be employed
and thus, where landscaping would be affected, mitigation measures would
include narrowing the working corridor from the standard 45m down to 25m to
limit impacts when encountering landscape features. Where features require to
be physically removed as part of the cable laying process, these would be fully
reinstated – whether this be by replanting appropriate or matching species or
by fully reinstating drystone walling. Effectively therefore, the landscaping
features along the cable route would be retained or reinstated to at least the
current standard reducing any net impact upon the wider area.
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6.3.5 Where the proposed cable route encounters trees and woodland, efforts have
been made to avoid significant impacts. Examples of this include where the
cable route encounters woodland at Hill of Stonieley where routing and
micrositing of the cable around the edge of the woodland area will avoid any
substantial tree felling, with additional hedge and gorse planting afterwards to
add further mitigation. There would be one area of substantial tree or woodland
removal, at Howe of Teuchar, where the corridor would travel through a
commercial forestry plantation. However, given the commercial nature of the
plantation, the trees can be removed in line with the overarching Forestry
Management Plan – essentially meaning that there would be no negative
impacts as the woodland could be removed as part of commercial operations
in any case.
6.3.6 Landscaping and new planting would all be undertaken in line with appropriate
standards in terms of methodology and maintenance with cognisance also
given to enhancing biodiversity through these actions also. The Council’s
Environment Team commented on the measures taken to protect trees,
minimise felling as well as other steps to address Invasive Species and protect
habitats which are both features that may be impacted by the landscaping
proposals. These matters were all considered to be sufficiently addressed and
therefore acceptable.
6.3.7 Overall therefore the Landscaping Plan submitted is considered to be totally
sufficient for the purposes of addressing the relevant condition 1(r). A thorough
approach would be taken to protecting and mitigating any impacts. This element
can therefore be considered to conform to ALDP Policy E2.
6.4

Condition 1(s) – Pre-construction mammal survey

6.4.1 Within such a long development corridor, there are a number of interactions
with protected species and wildlife. To this end, a Mammal Survey has been
conducted for the entirety of the route with the exception of a 2km stretch where
access was not possible – this work will be done in due course utilising the
same methodology and mitigation. The survey work was conducted in 2016
(water voles and otters) and 2017 (all other species) and focusses on a 60m
corridor centred on the cable route with added buffer zones of up to 200m either
side of this throughout the surveyed route. The surveys and work done followed
on from the Environmental Statement submitted and agreed with the original
PPP, this fulfilled its obligations at the time and also confirmed that no Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) was required for the development, as such no
further steps are required with regard to HRA at this stage.
6.4.2 Detailed and thorough surveys have been undertaken utilising best practice
methodology for each species along the route. This includes badgers, otter,
water vole, pine marten, red squirrel, bats, wildcat and also some coverage of
reptiles. For each species setts, holts, couches, latrines, burrows, roosts or
nesting areas have been identified alongside feeding areas and other areas of
activity. These instances have also been further categorised into definitive or
active habitats in order to establish and focus mitigation. This level of
thoroughness in survey work can ensure that the best possible picture of the
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presence of protected species within the development corridor can be identified
and thus the best and most focussed mitigation measures can be set out.
6.4.3 Pre-construction checks and surveys as well as monthly, ongoing survey work
will be conducted during construction periods (as covered through the CEMP –
condition (v)) in order to address and mitigate against the more transient nature
of protected species and the fact that species can move and relocate at short
notice. Added mitigation includes exclusion zones around any identified nesting
sites and if necessary the micrositing of the cable route, or utilising HDD
techniques to completely avoid disrupting habitats. Alongside these steps,
Species Protection Plans will be written up and utilised, Licences will be
obtained from SNH if necessary and other best practice measures like capping
pipes, covering excavations as well as maintaining access to feeding and
watering sites throughout the construction period will all be put in place.
6.4.4 SNH confirmed that the methodology set out as well as the ongoing steps to be
taken and mitigation outlined was considered to be sufficient to afford a high
level of protection to species along the cable route and was therefore
considered to be acceptable. This stance was echoed by the Council’s
Environment Team who also commented on the comprehensive survey work
and mitigation proposed. The submission is therefore considered to fully
address the requirements of this part of the condition.
6.5

Condition 1(t) – Full details of temporary access tracks

6.5.1 There would be a relatively small number of temporary access tracks utilised.
For the proposed 55 access points to the cable route, only 4 would require a
new temporary access track to be created. Some of these would lead on from
existing private tracks, of which 5 are to be utilised.
6.5.2 The tracks would comprise of compacted stone to an average depth 400mm
across a width of 4m and would be constructed by placing successive layers of
stone compacted on a layer of geo-textile membrane which provides ground
stability. Trackway panels and bog mats would be installed, these would be
designed to take the planned loads and to further avoid damage to ground
conditions. On occasions where existing ground conditions are entirely suitable
and adequate for access as existing, they may be utilised without these
temporary upgrades. The measures in place to provide, protect, reinstate and
effectively mitigate any issues arising as a result of the creation of temporary
access tracks along the route are considered to be acceptable and to
adequately address this part of the condition.
6.5.3 The disturbance and excavation of ground to create temporary access tracks
will have the potential to conflict with contaminated land. The assessment and
mitigation of potential impacts outlined with regard to this condition have been
confirmed as acceptable by Infrastructure Services (Contaminated Land).
6.6

Condition 1(u) – A Construction and Temporary Works schedule
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6.6.1 There is a great deal of overlap between this part of the condition and part (q)
covered above. This condition requires coverage of the mitigation for wetlands,
peat and flood risk as well as an overview of the impact on private water
supplies and how watercourse crossings are to be dealt with. While there is
some overlap, the focus here is on temporary construction works as opposed
to the development as a whole.
6.6.2 As per part (q) above, the mitigation for the sensitive receptors listed is
considered to be both thoroughly set out and sufficient to mitigate against any
negative impacts on private water supplies, flood risk and watercourses. SEPA
are generally satisfied with impacts upon wetlands and peat subject to the
submission of some extra information which is underway at the time of writing.
The mitigation covers the temporary works such as the Temporary Construction
Compounds and Temporary Access Tracks planned for the construction period,
which would be constructed, operated and reinstated using the same
methodology, care and attention as outlined for the wider works. Features of
this approach with regard to this condition include installing specifically
designed culverts for watercourses over which temporary accesses would
pass. These culverts would be pre-installed and then back filled with stone and
geo-textile membrane, usually with a sandbagged headwall all to mitigate
against any flooding or disruption to watercourses. The Council’s Flood and
Coastal Protection team have reviewed all matters relating to flood risk,
drainage and crossing of watercourses and have confirmed that the
aforementioned mitigation is considered to be acceptable in terms of
addressing this condition. SEPA have confirmed satisfaction with regard to
PWS and flood risk, following the updating of information from the developer.
6.6.3 The disturbance and excavation of ground for temporary works will have the
potential to conflict with contaminated land. The assessment and mitigation of
potential impacts outlined with regard to this condition have been confirmed as
acceptable by Infrastructure Services (Contaminated Land).
6.6.4 As with part (q) above, the mitigation outlined and approaches set out are
considered to be appropriate and acceptable in terms of ALDP Policy, subject
to SEPA receiving and verifying the relevant documentation on Wetlands and
Peatland.
6.7

Condition 1(v) – Site specific Construction Environmental Management Plan
(CEMP)

6.7.1 Within the submission is a CEMP which aims to provide an overarching
framework for the management of environmental receptors during the
construction period, also ensuring that the developer meets their own
environmental objectives as well as specifically addressing the requirements of
all conditions attached to the extant PPP. It is designed to provide practical
guidance to those involved in the constructions works associated with the cable
route. This includes the developer themselves, the Principal Contractor as well
as the Ecological Clerks of Works (ECoWs) and provides guidance on the
management of the potential environmental risks and impacts associated with
the construction phase.
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6.7.2 This document covers every aspect of the environmental management of the
construction. This includes schedules of impacts, responsibilities, specific
mitigation, commitments, legal requirements, details on the overarching
organisational and management structure to ensure compliance and
accountability as well as detailed clarification of every aspect of mitigation and
environmental management to be addressed as well as contingencies
throughout the process.
6.7.3 Included within the above coverage, are the specific topics required through the
condition which are:
 Schedule of Environmental Commitments;
 Pollution Prevention Measures;
 Sediment Management;
 Environmental Incidents;
 Water management plan (terrestrial and fresh water);
 Wet weather management plan;
 Site waste management plan;
 Drainage plan for SUDS;
 Appropriate training in the CEMP and PPGs;
 Relevance to relevant method statements.
6.7.4 The schedule of environmental commitments outlines each and every action
required as well as citing what condition this is derived from and then outlining
the responsible party and referencing the relevant section of the submission for
steps, mitigation and advice. This is a thorough and well organised element of
the submission.
6.7.5 Pollution prevention measures play a prominent part in the overall site working
arrangements. Site specific mitigation would be employed throughout the cable
route with specific refuelling locations, material and waste storage, fuel and oil
storage, spill kits and the clear marking of all containers. Fuel and chemicals
would be stored at an appropriate distance from watercourses as well. Specific
refuelling measures would be taken at specialised locations or with specialised
plant nappies and spill kits for minor operations. Bunding would be in place
alongside secondary containment measures to ensure that all chemicals and
fuel stay within designated areas and can be dealt with appropriately. As well
as the above, measures such as sealing pipes and locking valves would be
undertaken to further ensure that no issues arise.
6.7.6 In excavating the cable route, there is a risk of sediment contaminating water
or water courses. To this end management arrangements have been
established which include the diversion of clean water away from exposed soils
or working areas as well as specific diversion drains to catch sediment laden
runoff and transport to treatment areas where silt fences, silt traps and
settlement tanks/lagoons would be utilised to treat the water.
6.7.7 An Emergency Response Plan would include instructions to deal with
environmental incidents which would include the uncontrolled or unexpected
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release of substances within the site. At times these will be able to be
addressed through on site mitigation and equipment but when not possible,
procedures are in place to report, contain and arrange for clean-up.
6.7.8 Similar to the sediment management procedures outlined above, further Water
Management and Wet Weather Management procedures have been covered
within the CEMP. Effectively, these include measures to limit any interactions
between contaminants and water through working practices, buffers, mitigation
and response plans. Continual monitoring and assessment of conditions will be
ongoing with ultimate steps of suspending working on occasions where the risk
of irreversible damage becomes pronounced. Further to this, a Drainage Plan
is also to be produced showing drainage design, management measures, silt
management and runoff arrangements. Within this existing drains are to be
identified and steps outlined not to disrupt these. SUDS would also be used for
runoff from hardstanding and tracks.
6.7.9 A Site Waste Management Plan will be produced, this will outline and cover the
segregation of waste, monitoring, effective management, control of quantities
and record keeping of all waste management activities on site.
6.7.10 With regard to training of contractors, all employees will be appropriately trained
and made aware of the CEMP with identification of all site specific issues and
environmental risks alongside emergency response procedures. Toolbox talks
would be carried out at least monthly to remind staff of responsibilities with
records kept of all meetings and trainings.
6.7.11 Throughout the construction operation, method statements, best practice
arrangements and all mitigation outlined would be implemented. This is clear
from the level of detail submitted and the thoroughness of the submission.
6.7.12 Added to the above, the disturbance and excavation of ground through
construction will have the potential to conflict with contaminated land. The
assessment and mitigation of potential impacts outlined with regard to this
condition have been confirmed as acceptable by Infrastructure Services
(Contaminated Land).
6.7.13 From a wider Infrastructure Services (Environmental Health) perspective, the
mitigation in place in terms of dampening ground to limit dust in air as well as
limitations on working hours and additional noise reductions measures as part
of construction operations will all contribute to a reduction in any potential
disruption or nuisance which could arise.
6.7.14 The Council’s Flood and Coastal Protection team have reviewed all matters
relating to flood risk, drainage and crossing of watercourses and have
confirmed that the aforementioned mitigation is considered to be acceptable in
terms of addressing this condition from their interests.
6.7.15 Ongoing mammal survey work is detailed within the CEMP, with the specific
surveys as detailed elsewhere within this report referenced as part of a wider,
detailed statement on how these features would be protected and
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accommodated during construction and operation. The detail provided and
steps to be adopted are considered to be appropriate and acceptable.
6.7.16 SEPA requested that additional information and clarity of a number of points in
their initial response, these are summarised as follows:
 ECoW on site at all times rather than on certain occasions;
 Regular, ongoing Stakeholder meetings;
 All plant and staff moved out of flood plain during flood warning;
 Confirmation of inferred additional checks for waste disposal measures;
 Confirmation of storage method for cement bound sand;
 Confirmation that washout from concrete works to be prevented from
contaminating water;
 Size of spill kits confirmed;
 Biosecurity measures in place to prevent spread of invasive species;
 Citing and inclusion of updated CAR Regulations;
 Fish recue proposals during watercourse working.
The developer has sought to address these issues and provide the additional
information requested. At the time of publication of this report, the physical act
of updating the proposed CEMP and having this verified by SEPA has not been
completed. It is known that this process is underway and that all changes listed
above are currently being added to the proposed CEMP. This process hasn’t
been able to fit into the reporting timescales for this committee.
6.7.17 However, on the understanding that all matters are being addressed as well as
the fact that the issues raised relate to the submission of additional information
or clarity on processes, rather than any outstanding unacceptability of the
proposal, it is considered appropriate to take a pragmatic approach in this
instance. Given the National importance of the project, as well as the
confirmation that all matters are being addressed, the application can continue
to be supported on the basis that this matter will be fully and formally addressed
prior to determination.
6.8

Condition 1(w) – Programme of Archaeological works

6.8.1 The submitted Programme of Archaeological works, which has been carried out
in accordance with a Written Scheme of Investigation, has been reviewed and
is considered to be acceptable. This element of the proposal is therefore
considered to conform to ALDP Policy HE1 with regard to protecting
archaeological features and mitigating against any adverse impacts. The
submission confirms that this has been achieved.
6.9

Condition 1(x) – Phasing Plan for construction

6.9.1 This condition required details of the phasing for all construction activities for
the cable route development to be submitted and thereafter for this phasing
plan to be adhered to while all works are undertaken.
6.9.2 The submitted Cable Route Construction Phasing Plan outlines the broad
phasing parameters that the construction period will stick to. While anticipated
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construction periods can often slip due to external factors such as weather, a
broad overview of the construction period is set out within the submitted report.
The Cable Route construction is anticipated to commence in Quarter 3 (Q3)
2018 and last until Q4 2020, approximately 2 years and 3 months. This period
will largely overlap with the landfall phasing which is due to commence halfway
through Q3 2018 and last until the start of Q2 2021, so a total of approximately
2 years and 7 months.
6.9.3 Within the Cable Route construction period, there are expected to be 8
subsequent phases of development:
 Compound Establishment;
 Enabling works;
 HDD works;
 Cable trenches – excavated, ducting installed before trench is backfilled
over the ducting;
 Joint Bay excavation and installation;
 Cable installation and jointing;
 Reinstatement of Joint Bay sites;
 Removal of Compounds and final reinstatement works.
6.9.4 As outlined above in paragraph 2.9, works are to take place sequentially in a
southwards direction with shorter lengths of cable pulled through the installed
ducting between Joint Bays and thereafter connected as the work phase moves
south. As intimated above, reinstatement will occur at the earliest stages
possible – including backfilling trenches straight after ducting is installed and
reinstating Joint Bay sites as soon as possible in order to minimise the time
periods where ground is disturbed.
6.9.5 Working sequentially and overlapping a number of stages means that the
majority of works are envisaged to take place within 2019, with only preparation
works preceding this in 2018 and reinstatement works following this in 2020.
6.9.6 With regard to the Landfall Phasing, this would comprise of 5 phases:
 Enabling works and construction site set up;
 HDD works;
 Transition joint bay construction;
 Cable pull in (from offshore) and jointing of cables;
 Final reinstatement.
6.9.7 This process does not overlap to the same extent as the main cable route, with
phases following on after the completion of the preceding phase. This is as a
result of the nature of the work.
6.9.8 Overall the phasing as identified is considered to be acceptable. Steps have
been taken to minimise disruption, including the overlapping of works where
possible and ongoing reinstatement. This in turn will assist in reducing any
potential nuisances for the public by ensuring maximum efficiency in the
construction process and in turn fits in with the overarching principles of Policy
P4. This element of the submission can therefore be considered to be
acceptable.
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6.10

Condition 1(y) – Details of Construction Access Routes

6.10.1 The submitted Cable Route Construction Access Plan details the following
information with regard to construction access for the cable route:
 Vehicle swept paths for any abnormal load requirements;
 Phasing plan(s) for the cable and sub-station works which confirms road
improvement works required prior to commencement of each phase;
 Details of the construction access route to determine the locations of
structures (e.g. bridges) and street furniture affected by any construction
and/or abnormal load vehicle movements;
 Road improvements/strengthening (either temporary or permanent)
required as a result of the survey;
 Details confirming locations of cable road crossings and proposed works.
6.10.2 The Council’s Roads Teams have reviewed the details and have confirmed that
there are no issues or concerns. Accesses, junction widenings and Abnormal
Roads (including impacts upon structures) are all addressed sufficiently and
considered to be acceptable. There are no Abnormal Loads for the cable route
element of the project, so no specific mitigation is required for this element.
6.10.3 The phasing of construction access would tie in with the wider construction
phasing as detailed under condition (x). All relevant roads consents will be in
place prior to works with proposed access points (of which there are 55 along
the route) all being in place prior to the main cable installation works. The
phasing and timing of deliveries would also be orchestrated in order to avoid
periods of busier traffic. These measures and this approach to phasing is
considered to be acceptable.
6.10.4 A number of road improvements are proposed along the route, these would be
temporary measures – but can be made permanent should the Roads Service
consider that benefits would be derived from this. These improvements include
road-widening at bends or narrow sections as well as access points, lay-bys or
passing places at narrow sections, modifications and improvements to existing
junctions, temporary pedestrian measures, improved road marking and
signage, carriageway strengthening and enhanced visibility along verges. In
total there would be 40 instances along the route where improvements are
planned. The improvements highlighted are considered to be suitable.
6.10.5 The proposed cable route would cross roads 30 times throughout its route. The
majority of these crossings would be carried out via trenching techniques while
6 would be conducted through HDD. Where trenching is to be used, the same
techniques and operation as described elsewhere in this report would be
utilised, essentially with 3 trenches approximately 1m below the surface with
ducting in place and backfilling plus reinstatement at an early stage. No road
closures are proposed as part of this operation, with temporary traffic
management measures to be applied for and implemented as appropriate. The
details submitted are considered to be detailed and robust and adequate for
addressing the matters listed in this part of the condition.
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6.10.6 One letter of representation was received in relation to this condition,
specifically the use of construction access tracks. The letter cites the use of an
access point near to the substation site, specifically Access Point 52 as defined
within the submission. The submitted details highlight that construction traffic
would access the cable route from the north, but the letter raises concerns
regarding access along a privately owned and maintained track to the south of
the cable route. The details submitted confirm the procedures in place to ensure
that the agreed access tracks are utilised at all times. They also highlight the
surveys done on these tracks to ensure that construction traffic can physically
manoeuvre along the track and also what upgrades need to be done. Accesses
have been selected and are to be upgraded in order to accommodate HGV’s –
reducing the possibility of unauthorised accesses being used given the fact that
vehicles potentially wouldn’t physically fit. Where private accesses are to be
utilised, permission and legal access rights are understood to have been sought
from the relevant owners. As part of the proposal, any damage caused by
construction traffic will be made good – with before and after surveys being
conducted along each route to identify any added damage or issues. With
regard to the specific representation therefore and for the purposes of this
application there are no concerns with regard to private tracks, not highlighted
or presented as access routes, being damaged or used. Should there be any
rogue instances, this would be quickly rectified by the developer – indeed it is
stated within the submission that “Traffic that deviates from the proposed
access routes will be monitored by the site manager via spot checks and
feedback from the public. Individuals ignoring the routing will be subject to
sanctions, including being removed from the Project in the case of repeated
breaches”. As such while this is a valid concern, given the submitted
information, requirements for upgraded/HGV ready access tracks and
monitoring procedures in place it is considered that sufficient mitigation is in
place to allow this condition to be fully addressed and accepted.
6.10.7 The Roads Service have confirmed that the various road improvements,
widenings, works to verges, junction improvements and passing places as
outlined do not cause any issues. It is highlighted that these measures will
require the appropriate permits and Traffic Orders, as per the developer’s
submission. This is accepted as further confirmation that the condition has been
addressed.
6.11

Condition 1(z) – Full Mitigation Statement summarising all mitigation measures

6.11.1 This document provides an overview and summary of all mitigation measures
employed to address impacts on all receptors which the proposed cable route
would encounter. Effectively, this reiterates the mitigation measures outlined
and discussed within reports specific to individual receptors, summarising and
grouping these together as well as cross-referencing back to the original report.
6.11.2 The document lists each and every mitigation measure to be employed for all
disciplines or features and offers an overview of how impacts would be
addressed. Examples of this thoroughness include 11 mitigation steps to
address potential conflicts with any red squirrel populations along the route as
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well as 10 mitigation steps to deal with soil reinstatement as part of the
proposal.
6.11.3 This is considered to fulfil the requirements of the condition. As discussed
elsewhere in this report, all mitigation measures outlined are considered to be
acceptable also.
6.12

Condition 1(aa) – Route Access Report

6.12.1 The submitted Route Access Report details how abnormal loads are to be
transported through the trunk road network to the site, as well as outlining what
upgrades or otherwise are needed along the route to facilitate this and avoid
any damage or disruption to the aforementioned trunk road. Through
legislation, Abnormal and Indivisible Loads (AIL) are defined as “any load that
cannot be broken down into smaller loads without undue expense or risk of
damage”. In the instance of the proposed cable route, no such loads are
necessary for construction. All vehicles required for construction purposes will
require to comply with normal construction procedures, rather than any specific
AIL requirements – as such the requirements of condition 1(aa) are considered
to be addressed.
6.13

Additional Matters and Conclusion

6.13.1 As noted above, in their responses to the application both Banff and Macduff
as well as Alvah and Forglen Community Councils raised some indirect issues
with the proposals. These both related to added community benefits, financial
or otherwise, for residents. As outlined above, this application seeks to address
the matters specified in conditions of the extant PPP. This is not therefore the
platform to seek or discuss any community benefits. The extant PPP covered
aspects including “Socio-Economic Benefits” within the approved
Environmental Statement and outlined the anticipated benefits that would be
derived from the works, including employment and other revenue from
construction works and supply chains. As mentioned elsewhere within the
report, the developer is taking steps to ensure that all accesses and land utilised
as part of the construction process are reinstated or upgraded as appropriate,
which act as tangible benefits. Further individual benefits or compensation
would be a private or civil matter, not appropriate for discussion or inclusion at
this stage of the planning process.
6.13.2 As noted above, there are outstanding matters in relation to SEPA’s
consultation response requiring resolution. These relate to the submission of
updated information concerning the CEMP as well as confirmation from SEPA
that updated information on wetlands and peatlands are acceptable – aside
from these issues SEPA are generally satisfied with the submission. The
updated CEMP is required to include clarification on a number of points – it
must be noted at this point that they have mostly been addressed in the original
submission, however they require some further information to be added and
then the finalised document requires to be checked and verified by SEPA. The
developer has agreed to provide and further address all matters raised through
an updated CEMP. At the time of writing, this updated document has not been
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submitted to and confirmed as acceptable by SEPA and so this element of
condition 1(q) cannot be fully and formally agreed – while there is an agreement
on what must be added and a commitment to do so, the physical act of
completing this has not been able to fit in within committee reporting timescales.
This is the same as for the information on wetlands and peatlands. Given the
matter relates to updating information, as opposed to any overriding or
fundamental unacceptability of the proposal, as well as the National importance
of the scheme and tight timescales that the MSC application is subject to, it is
considered appropriate to continue to report the application to the Banff and
Buchan Area Committee with a recommendation that the application is
forwarded to ISC with a recommendation to Grant, albeit with the caveat that
the SEPA issues should be formally and fully addressed beforehand.
6.13.3 Overall, the approach taken towards the development following a thorough
review and surveying of all facets of the proposal means that the application
can be considered to be acceptable. The matters specified in the conditions
attached to the extant PPP have all been addressed with the exceptions
outlines above. The mitigation outlined is considered to be acceptable in terms
of addressing potential environmental impacts and satisfying Local, Strategic
and National Policy. The application is therefore recommended for approval.
7.

Area Implications

7.1

In the specific circumstances of this application there is no direct connection
with the currently specified objectives and identified actions of the Local
Community Plan.

8.

Implications and Risk

8.1

An equality impact assessment has been carried out as part of the development
of the proposals set out above. It is included as Appendix 3 and has outlined
that the proposal will involve substantial construction works along a circa 33km
corridor, with such a large and extensive development site there is the
possibility of impact upon sensitive characteristics, of an undefined nature at
this point in time. Therefore a precautionary approach has been taken.
Assessing the proposal in line with Equalities, it is considered that the
substantial mitigation proposed throughout the construction and operation of
the development will successfully address any potential issues should they
arise.

8.2

There are no staffing and financial implications.

8.3

There are no risks identified in respect of this matter in terms of the Corporate
and Directorate Risk Registers as the Committee is considering the application
as the Planning Authority in a quasi-judicial role and must determine the
application on its own merits in accordance with the Local Development Plan
unless material considerations justify a departure.

9.

Sustainability Implications
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9.1

No separate consideration of the current proposal’s degree of sustainability is
required as the concept is implicit to and wholly integral with the planning
process against the policies of which it has been measured.

10.

Departures, Notifications and Referrals

10.1

Strategic Development Plan Departures
None.

10.2

Local Development Plan Departures
None.

10.3

The application is not a Departure from the Local Development Plan or
Strategic Development Plan and no departure procedures apply.

10.4

The application does not fall within any of the categories contained in the
Schedule of the Town and Country Planning (Notification of Applications)
(Scotland) Direction 2009 and the application is not required to be notified to
the Scottish Ministers prior to determination.

10.5

The application will be referred to Infrastructure Services Committee as a result
of a Direction from Full Council when determining the related Planning
Permission in Principle application.

11.

Recommendation

11.1

That Members agree that the application be referred to the Infrastructure
Services Committee for determination and confirm their support for the
proposal by agreeing to GRANT the application, subject to the
confirmation of formal addressing of the following:
 SEPA confirmation of acceptability of updated CEMP
 SEPA confirmation of acceptability of updated details on wetland
and peatlands

11.2

Reason for Decision
The proposal and mitigation measures set out and contained therein are
considered to be acceptable in terms of the relevant Policies contained within
the Aberdeenshire Local Development Pan 2017 with regard to addressing the
matters specified in conditions of extant Planning Permission in Principle
application APP/2017/0478.

Stephen Archer
Director of Infrastructure Services
Author of Report: Stuart Murison
Report Date: 24 April 2018
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APPENDIX 3

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
Stage 1: Title and aims of the activity (“activity” is an umbrella term covering policies,
procedures, guidance and decisions).
Service

Infrastructure Services

Section

Planning

Title of the activity etc.

Aims of the activity
Author(s) & Title(s)

Planning Application: APP/2018/0623 | Conditions 1 (q) (aa) (Cable
Route Phase) of Planning Permission in Principle Reference
APP/2015/0478 for National for Construction of Onshore Electrical
Transmission Cables, Comprising an Onshore Transition Jointing Pit,
Underground Cables within a 33km (approximately) Long Cable
Corridor and the Construction of 2 No. Substations Southwest of New
Deer, also Including Temporary Construction Compounds, Access
Tracks, Laydown Areas and Other Associated Works | Landing At
Inverboyndie Bay, Banff, Travelling To Land West Of Cairnbanno
House New Deer
Addressing the Matters Specified in Condtiions attached to an extant
Planning Permission in Principle, related to the installation of an
underground electricity transmission cable
Stuart Murison (Senior Planner)

St

Stage 2: List the evidence that has been used in this assessment.
Internal data
(customer satisfaction
surveys; equality
monitoring data;
customer complaints).

Internal consultation
with staff and other
services affected.

External consultation
(partner organisations,
community groups,
and councils.
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External data (census,
available statistics).

Other (general
information as
appropriate).

Information submitted in support of the application has been utilised –
this sets out proposed mitigation measures through construction,
installation and operation of the proposed cable.
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Stage 3: Evidence Gaps.
Are there any gaps in
the information you
currently hold?

There is no definitive evidence of Protected Characteristics along the
proposed cable route. As this stretches to Circa 33km however, a
precautionary approach has been taken.

Stage 4: Measures to fill the evidence gaps.
What measures will be
taken to fill the
information gaps
before the activity is
implemented? These
should be included in
the action plan at the
back of this form.

Measures:

Timescale:

None – blanket assessment.

Stage 5: Are there potential impacts on protected groups? Please complete for each protected
group by inserting “yes” in the applicable box/boxes below.
Positive

Negative

Neutral

Unknown

Age – Younger

Y

Age – Older

Y

Disability

Y

Race – (includes
Gypsy Travellers)

Y

Religion or Belief

Y

Gender – male/female

Y

Pregnancy and
maternity

Y

Sexual orientation –
(includes Lesbian/
Gay/Bisexual)

Y

Gender reassignment –
(includes Transgender)

Y

Marriage and Civil
Partnership

Y
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Stage 6: What are the positive and negative impacts?
Positive
(describe the impact for each of
the protected characteristics
affected)

Impacts.

Negative
(describe the impact for each of
the protected characteristics
affected)
Construction activities may lead to
noise, air emissions and general
disruption throughout the corridor
which may impact upon
individuals with disabilities
including allergies or sensitivities.

Please detail the
potential positive
and/or negative
impacts on those with
protected
characteristics you
have highlighted
above. Detail the
impacts and describe
those affected.

Stage 7: Have any of the affected groups been consulted?
If yes, please give
details of how this was
done and what the
results were. If no,
how have you ensured
that you can make an
informed decision
about mitigating
steps?

No.

Stage 8: What mitigating steps will be taken to remove or reduce negative impacts?

These
should be
included in
any action
plan at the
back of this
form.

Mitigating Steps

Timescale

Comprehensive mitigation has been outlined for each
and every stage and facet of construction works.
These include, but are not exclusive to, measures to
limit noise, limit impacts upon air quality, minimise
disruption to roads and general amenity.

Throughout construction.

The cable will be buried for the entirety of the route,
limiting any visual or intrusive impacts.

Throughout operation.
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Stage 9: What steps can be taken to promote good relations between various groups?

These should be
included in the action
plan.

Continued liaison between developer and the community.
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Stage 10: How does the policy/activity create opportunities for advancing equality of
opportunity?
Through the planning process members of the public are encouraged to actively engage with the
process and highlight concerns and/or issues with the proposal – this includes the mitigation
proposed.

Stage 11: What equality monitoring arrangements will be put in place?
These should be
included in any action
plan (for example
customer satisfaction
questionnaires).

The developer will be in regular dialogue with the Council during the
construction period, they will also employ an Environmental Clerk of
Works whose job it will be to monitor all activities alongside relevant
site managers. This will actively ensure that all mitigation is carried out
and any discrepancies regularised efficiently and timeously.

Stage 12: What is the outcome of the Assessment?

Please complete
the appropriate
box/boxes

1

No negative impacts have been identified –please explain.

2

Negative Impacts have been identified, these can be mitigated please explain.
* Please fill in Stage 13 if this option is chosen.

Substantial mitigation measures are in place to limit, dilute and address any
potential negative impacts such as noise, air quality impacts or nuisance
which could impact upon local residents.

3

The activity will have negative impacts which cannot be
mitigated fully – please explain.
* Please fill in Stage 13 if this option is chosen

* Stage 13: Set out the justification that the activity can and should go ahead despite the
negative impact.

Substantial mitigation measures are in place to limit, dilute and address any potential negative
impacts such as noise, air quality impacts or nuisance which could impact upon local residents.
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Stage 14: Sign off and authorisation.
1) Service and
Team
2) Title of
Policy/Activity

(if appropriate)

Sign off and authorisation.

Name:
3) Authors:
I/We have
completed the
equality
impact
assessment
for this policy/
activity.

Stuart Murison

Name:

Position: Senior Planner

Position:

Date:

Date:

12.4.18

Signature: SM

Signature:

Name:

Name:

Position:

Position:

Date:

Date:

Signature:

Signature:

4) Consultation
with Service
Manager

Name:
Date:

5) Authorisation
by Director or
Head of
Service

Name:
Position:
Date:

Name:
Position:
Date:

6) If the EIA relates to a matter that has to go before a Committee,
Committee report author sends the Committee Report and this
form, and any supporting assessment documents, to the Officers
responsible for monitoring and the Committee Officer of the
relevant Committee. e.g. Social Work and Housing Committee.

Date:

7) EIA author sends a copy of the finalised form to:
equalities@aberdeenshire.gov.uk

Date:

(Equalities team to complete)
Has the completed form been published on the website?

YES/NO

Date:

Action

Action Plan

Start

Complete

Lead Officer

Expected Outcome

Resource Implications
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